








5. MÉCAVION Parts in 1933  Some details of MÉCAVION
were given in 40/1199 but with practically no dates, and no
complete  list  of  the parts.  So  an illustrated  Parts  Price  List
dated Dec. 1933 now to hand is very welcome, and lists both
the 'Classic' & the Baby parts. The maker is as given before
and below the details of the parts, rearranged. The Baby parts
are the Type 1 in OSN 41, and include the Motor unit (it cost
less than the price of a pair of Wings). The Wings etc which
were thought to be as the Classic parts have slightly different
prices but  that  might be because of  their  different finishes.
1933 seems to have been the last  year of  the Type 1 sets
because the 1934 list of sets in MCS that was mentioned in

26/754, has an picture of a Type 2 Baby model with elliptical
Wings & a 2-cockpit Fuselage. Oddly the Motor for the Classic
sets isn't listed though its Key is.
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6. Snippet. A JR ENGINEER Special Outfit  An account of
the parts & manual from this Set was given in 33/976, and
now a boxed set has been seen on Ebay, somewhat the worse
for wear but probably complete.

The box is the same size as the one for the '4½' Set and
the lid is also the same, see 33/975,  except that the bright
yellow colour of the name and other details is unfaded.

From the  parts  that  can  be seen  in  the  box above,  the
quantities given in OSN 33 are correct subject to the following.
● Only 4 of the 11h Strips can definitely be seen but more
could be hidden under them – however only 4 are needed in
the manual models.  ● There are 4 Curved Strips.  ● As in the
OSN 33 parts there is only one Steering Bracket (under the
righthand  stacked  pair  of  Curved  Strips),  and  though  the
cutout next to it could take another, only one is needed in the
manual models.

Other points. ● The Wheels look dark red-brown rather than
black.  ● The white Cord poking out  of  the small  parts  box
matches that noted in OSN 33.

The  front  of  the  manual  was  shown  on  Ebay  and  it  is
identical to the OSN 33 example except that the bottom of the
'Fun and Education' box, blank before, now has 2 lines printed
in it. The first is indecipherable but the second is 'Playthings
Inc. So this adds to the suggestion in OSN 33 that the Special
was  produced  after  a  change  of  maker  (despite  the  Coledi
name still being on the lid – old stock being used up?).

JR ENGINEER  S5            [43/1293]

7. Snippet. An early BENCO Brochure. It was suggested in
26/772 that BENCO was introduced in 1950 but a 4*A4 page
brochure seen on Ebay was said to date from 1949. And that is
credible because a model building competition was advertised
in it with an end date of Easter 1950.

Only Sets A & B were available, price DM5.50 & 11.90, and
they had 129 & 282 parts. That compares with the 131 & 282
in later sets (ignoring the Paper Clips in the latter – there is no
mention of them in the brochure). 26 parts were advertised in
the brochure and though many of their names can't be seen
clearly, they are almost certainly all but 2 of the 28 different
parts included in Set B later. All the main parts of the later
Set B can be seen in the sets & models shown in the brochure,
but there is no sign of the small Tyre #32, so that may be one
of the 'missing' ones.
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Notes on BENCO  These add to those in 26/772 and arise
from Ebay photos, some parts & two more manuals now to
hand, plus details of a Set E kindly sent by Jean-Pierre Guibert.
One  of  the  Ebay  items  confirms  that  the  4-page  brochure
described in 43/1293 which introduced Sets A & B, was dated
September 1949.

Following  OSN 26  the  phases  for  the  sets  will  be  called
'Bridge'  (was  '1950'  in  OSN 26),  'Airship'  (was  'blue  box'),
'Motorway', & 'Stylised'. The manual covers, shown here or in
OSN 26, with the sets named on their covers in curly brackets
are (not necessarily in date order): 'Bridge' {A}; 'Airship' with a
black {B, A-B} or
blue {A-B} panel;
'Plain' (right), not
noted in OSN 26
{C-D};  'Spanish'
{C-D};  'German',
as  Spanish  but
with the cover in
German {C-D}; & 'Portrait' (from its format, see Fig.7) {E}.

The MANUALS  The 3 manuals to hand, an Airship A-B, a
Plain C-D, & a Spanish C-D (the OSN 26 one) will be described
in probable date order, judged by the sets in the Set Contents,
and what is said about the mains TRULL Motor  & Set E. It
should of course be said that the promotional material in the
manuals  almost  certainly  changed  with  time,  and  possibly
some of the models as well.

The Airship A-B has 42 inside pages, the others 36, and all
have some of their early pages unnumbered. The two 'new'
manuals have their Intro in German & English with the rest of
the text in German, English, French, Spanish, & Italian. After
the Intros comes the Illustrated Parts (with only those needed
for  the  sets  on  the  cover),  and  the  Set  Contents.  The
presentation of the models is the same in all three.

The Plain (C-D) manual (300*138mm) has the Contents
of  Sets  A-D,  and  65
models exactly  as in  the
Spanish  one.  It  shows
the  TRULL  Motor  (right)
and  lists  110  or  220V
A.C. versions. It says that
it has no brushes, it runs
at  2000  rpm,  and  con-
sumes no more than 15
watts. Set E is not mentioned.

The Airship (A-B) manual (298*104mm, as shown in 26/
773) has the Contents of Sets 0-D, and 98 models from Weg+
weiser/Finger-post  (Sign  Post)  to  Ketten-Karussel/Merry-go-
round (those names in the first 2 of the 5 languages). Unlike
the other manuals, the set needed for the models is given: Set
A, or Set B, or A+B. Also given, the box sizes for Sets B-E:

350*330*30mm;  330*300*45;
450*300*60  (a  wooden  box);
350*325*52mm). The different
TRULL Motor  (right)  is  shown
and  again  there  are  110  &
220V versions. Set E is  ment-
ioned  and  is  said  to  have
Mod.2.5 Gears.

The  Spanish  (C-D)
manual,  described in 26/773,
also has the Contents of Sets 0-D. It does not list the TRULL,
its space now occupied by the TROLL+TRAFO combination. As
mentioned in OSN 26, Set E is advertised with a photo of the
set and of a Car Transmission model which still shows a TRULL
Motor, the version in the Airship manual.

The SETS/MANUALS. The Set/Manual combinations seen
on Ebay are shown in the Table below in possible date order
(omitting manuals for smaller sets).

Manual ►
Set Label ▼

Bridge
A

Black Air-
ship B 

Black Air-
ship A-B 

Blue Air-
ship A-B

Plain
C-D

Por-
trait

German
C-D

Bridge Set A
Black Airship Set B
Motorway Set A Sets A,B Set C Set E
Stylised Sets A,B Set C,D Sets C,D

In addition there are 3 (of the 25 combinations seen) which
seem anomalous. These are a Motorway Set A & a Stylised Set
A, each with a Bridge A manual, and a Stylised Set B with a
Black Airship B manual.

The PARTS.  The following points of interest are based on
the parts in incomplete Sets A, B, & C, all with Motorway lids,
and with the Airship A-B & Plain C-D manuals above. Except
where stated the parts below are nickelled steel. Holes are at
12.5mm pitch, 4.5mm Ø in the Strips, and from 4.3 to 4.5 in
the various other parts. The thread is M4.

#1-6 Strips. 12.0mm wide with very fine serrations along
many of their edges. This is the case to some degree on most
of  the  other  strip  parts.  Ends  are  near  but  not  quite  fully
rounded.  #14 Crank Handle.  137mm long o/a,  3.5mm Ø,
with 22mm of thread. #15 Washer. 10.6mm Ø, 2.5mm thick.
#16 Spacer. Aluminium, 10.0mm Ø, 5.0mm wide. #17 Disc.
20.2mm Ø, 2.5mm thick. Why is this part and the Washer so
thick? #18 Hook. Brassed steel, flat, 24½mm o/a, 2mm wire.
#19,20  Bolts.  7.0,  6.7mm  Ø  tapered  cheeseheads,  6.0,
15.0mm u/h.  #21 Nut.  Pressed, 7.0mm A/F,  2.1mm thick.
#22 Chain. .9mm Ø brassed steel wire links at approximately
4.8mm pitch. #23 Spanner. 76mm long o/a with 7mm wide
jaws at one end, and 8mm at the other. The latter no doubt
for  other  hexagonal  parts,  the  Threaded  Coupling  #48  for
example.  #24  Screwdriver.  111mm long  o/a,  4mm wire.
#25 Pulley. Aluminium, 20.0mm Ø, 4.5mm wide. #32 Tyre.
34¾mm o.d. & 7¼mm wide when on the Pulley. BENCO is
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moulded onto both sidewalls. #40 Flanged Wheel is a
solid, nickelled steel cast- ing 9mm thick. The

flange is 30mm Ø,
the tread tapers from

27 to 26½mm.  #46 Hole
Punch (left). It worked well and

gave clean holes accurately  spaced at
10mm pitch. Very useful in making neat
cladding.

SET E. The lid has the 'Motorway' scene
and  the  box,  350*320*47mm,  has  2  layers  of  parts.  The
photos  of  the  base &  tray  (Figs.4  &  5),  together  with  the
Illustrated  Parts  shown in  26/772,  give  a  good idea of  the
different parts.  The gear module is,  as expected,  a nominal
2.5.  The manual with Jean-Pierre's  set is the Plain C-D one
shown  earlier  but  an  accompanying  leaflet  says  that  Set  E

would be available for Xmas but that
an 'E' manual would not be ready until
the  Spring  of  1954.  A  coupon  was
attached to request that one be sent
when  available.  The  E  (Portrait)
manual with an Ebay Set E is shown
right,  as in  MCS,  and it  looks to be
about A5 in size.

USING the PARTS  I  made the
Hammer Mill shown in 26/774, slightly
elaborated to  take advantage of  the
available  parts.  Despite  the  absence
of slotted holes it seemed quite easy
to build the basic model and to find suitable parts for various
'improvements'.  The  weight-driven  TRELL  Motor  drove  the
model admirably.

Snippet. 'New' German System:
WIR BAUEN AUF! The Ebay photos
here show an architectural system, said
to be from the 1940s. The name could
translate  as  We  Are  Rebuilding!  –
apposite  perhaps  for  Germany  in  the
late 1940s.  Fig.4 shows the open box
plus the manual and a corner of the lid.

 The PL under the Summer House in
Fig.2 lists 16 PNs: #1-6, 12-16, 18-22. 

Some of the black parts support the
grey Wall Panels.
There  are  2
types of Upright,
the  Flat  ones  in
Fig.6  &  Flanged
ones  in  the  top
bay  of  Fig.4.
Quite  how  the
Panels  are  fixed

isn't clear but perhaps with
Clips  bolted  to  the  Uprights.
31 N&B are called up in the PL.

The  tabs  on  the  red  Roof
Tiles  presumably  engage  Roof
Battens which  would slide into
the  narrow  slots  in  the  top
edges of the Gable Ends, but no
parts  that  definitely  look  like
Battens can be seen, though there are some long parts in Fig.4's top bay. A Roof
Ridge would also be needed and again this part may be in the top bay.

The small, whitish parts half hidden in Figs.3 & 6 are square tiles with an alphabet letter
on their under faces. A number of these can be seen in a photo not shown here and it
seems unlikely that they are part of the Set.

Thank you to Urs Flammer & Thomas Morzinck for their help over Wir Bauen Auf!
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